CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

Summary

The present study deals with the comparison of personality traits between Cricket and Hockey players with respect to neuroticism, Extraversion, Psychoticism and Lie-scale. The age ranged of Cricket and Hockey players were 15-30 year. The data was collected with the help of Eysenck personality inventory. This inventory provides four psychological dimensions viz; Neuroticism, Extraversion, Psychoticism and Lie-scale.

In this study total 300 players were selected; out of 250 Cricket players. The data was treated statistically by employing “t” test to determine the significant difference of personality characteristics of players.

It had been hypothesized that there would be no significant difference of personality characteristics with respect to neuroticism between Cricket and Hockey players. The results of the study (Table-2.1) revealed the existence of statistically significant difference of personality characteristics with respect to neuroticism was found between Cricket and Hockey players. Cricket players were found to have got more neurotic tendency as compared to Hockey players.

It had been hypothesized that there would be no significant difference of personality characteristics with respect to psychoticism of Cricket and Hockey players. The results of the study (Table 2.2) revealed the existence of statistically significant difference of personality characteristics with respect to psychoticism was found...
between Cricket and Hockey players. Cricket players were found to have got more psychoticism tendency as compared to Hockey players. It had been hypothesized that there would be no significant difference of personality difference with respect to extraversion between Cricket and Hockey players. The results of the study indicate (Table 2.3) that statistically significant difference of personality characteristics was found between Cricket and Hockey players. Hockey players was found to have got less extrovert tendency as compared to Cricket players.

The result of the study did support to the ninth hypothesis of the study where in, it was stated that there would be no significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale because, t-ratio reveals no statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale.

It has been hypothesized that there would be no significant difference of personality traits with respect to extraversion of Cricket girls and Hockey players. The results of the study (Table 2.5) revealed the existence of statistically significant difference of personality characteristics with respect to extraversion was found between Cricket girls and Kho- Cowwoman players. Cricket Girls players were found to have got more extrovert tendency as compared to Hockey women players.

It has been hypothesized that there would be no significant difference to personality traits with respect to psychoticism of Cricket girls and Hockey women players. The results of the study (Table 2.6) revealed the existence of statistically significant difference of personality characteristics with respect to psychoticism was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players. Hockey players was found to have got more psychoticism tendency as compared to Cricket girls players.
It has been hypothesized that there would be no significant difference of personality traits with respect to extraversion of Cricket girls and Hockey women players. The results of the study indicated (Table 2.7) that statistically significant difference of personality characteristics with respect to extraversion was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players. Hockey women players was found to have got less extrovert tendency as compared to Cricket girls players. Thus the hypothesis was not accepted.

It had been hypothesized there would be no significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale of Cricket girls and Hockey women players. The results of the study revealed that (Table-2.8) statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

It had been hypothesized there would be no significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale of Cricket girls and Hockey women players. The results of the study revealed that (Table-2.9) statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

It had been hypothesized there would be no significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale of Cricket girls and Hockey women players. The results of the study revealed that (Table-2.10) statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.
It had been hypothesized there would be no significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale of Cricket girls and Hockey women players. The results of the study revealed that (Table-2.11) statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

It had been hypothesized there would be no significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale of Cricket girls and Hockey women players. The results of the study revealed that (Table-2.12) statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

It had been hypothesized there would be no significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale of Cricket girls and Hockey women players. The results of the study revealed that (Table-2.13) statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

It had been hypothesized there would be no significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale of Cricket girls and Hockey women players. The results of the study revealed that (Table-2.14) statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

It had been hypothesized there would be no significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale of Cricket girls and Hockey women players. The results of the study revealed that (Table-2.15) statistically significant difference of personality
traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

It had been hypothesized there would be no significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale of Cricket girls and Hockey women players. The results of the study revealed that (Table-2.16) statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

It had been hypothesized there would be no significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale of Cricket girls and Hockey women players. The results of the study revealed that (Table-2.17) statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players. It had been hypothesized there would be no significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale of Cricket girls and Hockey women players. The results of the study revealed that (Table-2.18) statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

It had been hypothesized there would be no significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale of Cricket girls and Hockey women players. The results of the study revealed that (Table-2.19) statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.
It had been hypothesized there would be no significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale of Cricket girls and Hockey women players. The results of the study revealed that (Table-2.20) no statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players. It had been hypothesized there would be no significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale of Cricket girls and Hockey women players. The results of the study revealed that (Table-2.21) statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

It had been hypothesized there would be no significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale of Cricket girls and Hockey women players. The results of the study revealed that (Table-2.22) statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

It had been hypothesized there would be no significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale of Cricket girls and Hockey women players. The results of the study revealed that (Table-2.23) statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

It had been hypothesized there would be no significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale of Cricket girls and Hockey women players. The results of the study revealed that (Table-2.24) statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players.
players. Cricket girls players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

**Conclusion**

1. Statistically significant difference of personality characteristics with respect to neuroticism was found between Cricket and Hockey players.
2. Cricket players were found to have got more neurotic tendency as compared to Hockey players.

3. The existence of statistically significant difference of personality characteristics with respect to psychoticism was found between Cricket and Hockey players.

4. Cricket players were found to have got more psychoticism tendency as compared to Hockey players.

5. No significant difference of personality difference with respect to extraversion between Cricket and Hockey players.

6. That statistically significant difference of personality characteristics was found between Cricket and Hockey players.

7. Hockey players were found to have got less extrovert tendency as compared to Cricket players.

8. No statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale.

9. The existence of statistically significant difference of personality characteristics with respect to extraversion was found between Cricket girls and Kho-kwomn players.

10. Cricket Girls players were found to have got more extrovert tendency as compared to Hockey women players.

11. The existence of statistically significant difference of personality characteristics with respect to psychoticism was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players.

12. Hockey players was found to have got more psychoticism tendency as compared to Cricket girls players.
13. Statistically significant difference of personality characteristics with respect to extraversion was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players.

14. Hockey women players were found to have got less extrovert tendency as compared to Cricket girls players. .

15. Statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players.

16. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

17. Statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players.

18. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

19. Statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players.

20. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

21. Statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players.

22. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.
23. Statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players.

24. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

25. Statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players.

26. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

27. Statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players.

28. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

29. Statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players.

30. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

31. Statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players.

32. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.
33. Statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players.

34. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

35. Significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players.

36. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

37. Statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players.

38. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

39. No statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players.

40. Statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players.

41. Cricket girl’s players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

42. Statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players.
Cricket girls’ players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

Statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players.

Cricket girls’ players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

Statistically significant difference of personality traits with respect to lie-scale was found between Cricket girls and Hockey women players.

Cricket girls players were found to have got more liars as compared to Hockey women players.

**Recommendation:**
The findings of the present study would lead to the following recommendation

1. A Similar study could be done in different game and sports.
2. A Similar Study could be done at high level players like National, International and Olympic Players.
3. A Similar study could be done among Cricket and Hockey and others game and sports.
4. A similar study could be investigated among the players of two or more games.
5. A similar study could be done with subject belonging to different age groups.